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Ryan Pereira is Global Director in the global gas & LNG group at GaffneyCline. Based in 
London, Ryan has extensive international experience and cultural awareness having 
completed assignments across Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia Pacific, North America 
and the Caribbean across the downstream, chemicals, midstream and LNG, and upstream 
sectors. He holds a degree in economics and qualifications in management accounting, 
corporate finance and treasury, and project management.   
 
Ryan has over 18 years of experience in the energy sector, from industry and advisory roles 
with majors (ExxonMobil) and operators (Centrica Energy), as well as working with joint 
venture parties and national oil and gas companies.   
 
Since joining GaffneyCline in 2014, Ryan has led projects covering LNG import and exports, 
gas to power, M&A, gas disputes and arbitrations, gas market and utilisation studies, gas and 
power energy market reform, delivery of LNG training and has authored several articles and 
book chapters for external publications covering global gas markets.  Ryan created and 
stewards GaffneyCline’s Global LNG Supply and Demand model, and has been involved in 
all of GaffneyCline’s LNG export and import/FSRU and gas to power projects since 2014.  In 
addition, he is a co-chair of the AIPN LNG SPA Committee. 
 
Ryan has closely followed the recent rise in dialogue surrounding the energy transition 
challenge, and the role that the gas and oil industry have to play to support and supplement 
the rise of renewables and the race to decarbonisation of global energy systems.  He is 
fascinated by the opportunities that gas and LNG present in the Balkan & Black Sea region. 
 

 
 
GaffneyCline 
Nick Fulford (Global Head of Gas & LNG) and Ryan Pereira (Global Director – Gas & LNG) 
lead GaffneyCline’s Global Gas and LNG practice, advisors in the end-to-end gas value chain.   
 
More broadly, GaffneyCline, founded in 1962, provides technical, commercial, and strategic 
advice to our clients across the upstream, midstream and downstream sectors of the oil and 
gas industry.  In 2018, GaffneyCline formally established a Carbon Management practice to 
address growing client needs in this area. 
 
The list of GaffneyCline’s clients is diverse and includes Majors, Independent Oil Companies, 
National Oil Companies, regulators / government ministries, trading houses, service 
companies as well as legal and financial institutions. 


